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Abstract

State-of-the-art semantic segmentation approaches in-

crease the receptive field of their models by using either a

downsampling path composed of poolings/strided convolu-

tions or successive dilated convolutions. However, it is not

clear which operation leads to best results. In this paper, we

systematically study the differences introduced by distinct

receptive field enlargement methods and their impact on the

performance of a novel architecture, called Fully Convo-

lutional DenseResNet (FC-DRN). FC-DRN has a densely

connected backbone composed of residual networks. Fol-

lowing standard image segmentation architectures, recep-

tive field enlargement operations that change the represen-

tation level are interleaved among residual networks. This

allows the model to exploit the benefits of both residual and

dense connectivity patterns, namely: gradient flow, iterative

refinement of representations, multi-scale feature combina-

tion and deep supervision. In order to highlight the poten-

tial of our model, we test it on the challenging CamVid ur-

ban scene understanding benchmark and make the follow-

ing observations: 1) downsampling operations outperform

dilations when the model is trained from scratch, 2) dila-

tions are useful during the finetuning step of the model, 3)

coarser representations require less refinement steps, and

4) ResNets (by model construction) are good regularizers,

since they can reduce the model capacity when needed. Fi-

nally, we compare our architecture to alternative methods

and report state-of-the-art result on the Camvid dataset,

with at least twice fewer parameters.

1. Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been ex-

tensively studied in the computer vision literature to tackle

a variety of tasks, such as image classification [14, 17, 16],

object detection [12] and semantic segmentation [21, 6].

Major advances have been driven by novel very deep ar-

chitectural designs [14, 17], introducing skip connections

to facilitate the forward propagation of relevant information

to the top of the network, and provide shortcuts for gradi-

ent flow. Very deep architectures such as residual networks

(ResNets) [14], densely connected networks (DenseNets)

[17] and squeeze-and-excitation networks [16] have ex-

hibited outstanding performance on standard large scale

computer vision benchmarks such as ImageNet [39] and

MSCOCO [28].

Among top performing classification networks, ResNets

challenge the hierarchical representation learning view of

CNNs [26, 42, 11]. The hierarchical representation view

associates the layers in network to different levels of ab-

straction. However, contrary to previous architectures such

as [40], dropping or permuting almost any layer in a ResNet

has shown to only minimally affect their overall perfor-

mance [42], suggesting that the operations applied by a sin-

gle layer are only a small modification to the identity op-

eration. Significant effort has been devoted to analyzing

and understanding these findings. On one hand, it has been

argued that ResNets behave as an ensemble of shallow net-

works, averaging exponentially many subnetworks, which

use different subsets of layers [42]. On the other hand, it

has been suggested that ResNets engage in an unrolled it-

erative estimation of representations, that refine upon their

input [11]. These arguments have been exploited in [8] to

learn normalized inputs for iterative estimation, highlight-

ing the importance of having transformations prior to the

residual blocks.

Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) were presented

in [30, 38] as an extension of CNNs to address per pixel

prediction problems, by endowing standard CNNs with an

upsampling path to recover the input spatial resolution at

their output. In the recent years, FCN counterparts and en-

hanced versions of top performing classification networks

have been successfully introduced in the semantic seg-

mentation literature. Fully Convolutional ResNets (FC-

ResNets) were presented and analyzed in [9] in the context

of medical image segmentation. Moreover, Fully Convo-

lutional DenseNets (FC-DenseNets) [21] were proposed to

build low capacity networks for semantic segmentation, tak-

ing advantage of iterative concatenation of features maps.
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In this paper, we further exploit the iterative refinement

properties of ResNets to build densely connected residual

networks for semantic segmentation, which we call Fully

Convolutional DenseResNets (FC-DRNs). Contrary to FC-

DenseNets [21], where the convolution layers are densely

connected, FC-DRN apply dense connectivity to ResNets

models. Thus, our model performs iterative refinement

at each representation level (in a single ResNet) and uses

dense connectivity to obtain refined multi-scale feature rep-

resentations (from multiple ResNets) in the pre-softmax

layer. We demonstrate the potential of our architecture

on the challenging CamVid [4] urban scene understanding

benchmark and report state-of-the-art results. To compare

and contrast with common pipelines based on top perform-

ing classification CNNs, we perform an in depth analysis

on different downsampling operations used in the context

of semantic segmentation: dilated convolution, strided con-

volution and pooling. Although dilated convolutions have

been well adopted in the semantic segmentation literature,

we show that such operations seem to be beneficial only

when used to finetune a pre-trained network that applies

downsampling operations (e.g. pooling or strided convo-

lution). When trained from scratch, dilation-based models

are outperformed by their pooling and strided convolutions-

based counterparts, highlighting the generalization capabil-

ities of downsampling operations.

The contributions of our paper can be summarized as:

• We combine FC-DenseNets and FC-ResNets into a

single model (FC-DRN) that fuses the benefits of both

architectures: gradient flow and iterative refinement

from FC-ResNets as well as multi-scale feature rep-

resentation and deep supervision from FC-DenseNets.

• We show that FC-DRN model achieves state-of-the-art

performance on CamVid dataset [4]. Moreover, FC-

DRN outperform FC-DenseNets, while keeping the

number of trainable parameters small.

• We provide an analysis on different operations enlarg-

ing the receptive field of a network, namely poolings,

strided and dilated convolutions. We inspect FC-DRN

by dropping ResNets from trained models as well as

by visualizing the norms of the weights of different

layers. Our experiments suggest that the benefits of

dilated convolutions only apply when combined with

pre-trained networks that contain downsampling op-

erations. Moreover, we show that ResNets (by model

construction) are good regularizers, since they can re-

duce the model capacity at different representation lev-

els when needed, and adapt the refinement steps.

2. Related work

In the recent years, FCNs have become the de facto stan-

dard for semantic segmentation. Top performing classifica-

tion networks have been successfully extended to perform

semantic segmentation [43, 34, 9, 44, 21].

In order to overcome the spatial resolution loss induced

by successive downsampling operations of classification

networks, several alternatives have been introduced in the

literature; the most popular ones being long skip connec-

tions in encoder-decoder architectures [30, 2, 38, 19] and

dilated convolutions [46, 7]. Long skip connections help

recover the spatial information by merging features skipped

from different resolutions on the contracting path, whereas

dilated convolutions enlarge the receptive field without

downsizing the feature maps.

Another line of research seeks to endow segmentation

pipelines with the ability to enforce structure consistency

to their outputs. The contributions in this direction in-

clude Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and its variants

(which remain a popular choice) [24, 7, 49], CRFs as Recur-

rent Neural Networks [49], iterative inference denoising au-

toencoders [37], convolutional pseudo-priors [45], as well

as graph-cuts, watersheds and spatio-temporal regulariza-

tion [3, 34, 25].

Alternative solutions to improve the performance of seg-

mentation models are based on combining features at dif-

ferent levels of abstraction. Efforts in this direction include

iterative concatenation of feature maps [17, 21]; fusing up-

sampled feature maps with different receptive fields prior

to the softmax classifier [5], along the network [27, 1] or

by means of two interacting processing streams operating

at different resolutions [33]; gating skip connections be-

tween encoder and decoder to control the information to re-

cover [19]; and using a pyramid pooling module with differ-

ent spatial resolutions for context aggregation [48]. More-

over, incorporating global features has long shown to im-

prove semantic segmentation performance [10, 29].

Finally, semantic segmentation performance has also

been improved by training with synthetic data [35], prop-

agating information through video data [20], or modeling

uncertainties in the model [23].

3. Fully Convolutional DenseResNet

In this section, we briefly review both ResNets and

DenseNets, and introduce the FC-DRN architecture.

3.1. Background

Let us denote the feature map representation of the l-th
layer of the model as xl. Traditionally, in CNNs, the fea-

ture map xl is obtained by applying a transformation H ,

composed of a convolution followed by a non-linearity, to

the l − 1-th feature map xl−1 as xl = H(xl−1). CNNs

are built by stacking together multiple such transformations.

However, due to the non-linearity operation, optimization

of such networks becomes harder with growing depth. Ar-

chitectural solutions to this problem have been proposed in
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(a) FC-DRN architecture (b) Block

Figure 1: (a) Diagram representing our model, a dense connectivity with four Residual Networks. We use color coding to

indicate the connectivity pattern in our model. IDB stands for Initial Downsampling Block and FUB stands for Final Up-

sampling Block. The outputs of consecutive operations are concatenated (letter c on the figure). Whenever needed, we apply

transformations over the paths marked with arrows. In the downsampling path, we apply either pooling operation, strided

convolution or dilated convolution to increase the network’s receptive field. In the upsampling path, we apply upsampling

operations to compensate for pooling or strided convolutions and 1 × 1 convolution for dilations. (b) Each Block contains a

convolution operation followed by a Residual Network.

ResNets [14] and DenseNets [17].

In ResNets, the representation of l-th feature map is ob-

tained by learning the residual transformation H of the in-

put feature map xl−1 and summing it with the input xl−1.

Thus, the l-th feature map representation can be computed

as follows: xl = H(xl−1) + xl−1. This simple modifi-

cation in network’s connectivity introduces a path that has

no non-linearities, allowing to successfully train networks

that have hundreds (or thousands) of layers. Moreover, le-

sion studies performed on ResNets have opened the door to

research directions that try to better understand how these

networks work. Following these lines, it has been suggested

that ResNets layers learn small modifications of their input

(close to the identity operation), engaging in an iterative re-

finement of their input.

In DenseNets, the l-th feature map is obtained by ap-

plying a transformation H to all previously obtained fea-

ture maps such that xl = H([x0, x1, · · · , xl−1]), where

[·, ·] denotes the concatenation operation. One can easily

notice that when following the dense connectivity pattern

in DenseNets, the pre-softmax layer receives the concate-

nation of all previous feature maps. Thus, DenseNets in-

troduce deep feature supervision by means of their model

construction. It has been shown that using the deep connec-

tivity pattern one can train very deep models that outper-

form ResNets [17]. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that

combining information at different representation levels has

shown to be beneficial in the context of semantic segmenta-

tion [10, 21].

3.2. FCDRN model

FC-DRNs extend the FC-DenseNets architecture of [21]

and incorporate a dense connectivity pattern over multiple

ResNets1. Thus, FC-DRNs combine the benefits of both ar-

chitectures: FC-DRNs perform iterative estimation at each

abstraction level (by using ResNets) and combine differ-

ent abstraction levels while obtaining deep supervision (by

means of DenseNets connections).

The connectivity pattern of FC-DRN is visualized in Fig-

ure 1. First, the input is processed with an Initial Down-

sampling Block (IDB) composed of a single convolution

followed by 2 × 2 pooling operation and two 3 × 3 con-

volutions. Then, the output is fed to a dense block (the

densely connected part of the model), which is composed

of ResNets, transformations and concatenations, forming a

downsampling path followed by an upsampling path.

In our model, there are 9 ResNets, motivated by the stan-

dard number of downsampling and upsampling operations

in the FCN literature. Each ResNet is composed of 7 ba-

sic blocks, computing twice the following operations: batch

normalization, ReLU activation, dropout and 3x3 convolu-

tion. After each ResNet, we apply a transformation with

the goal of changing the representation level. This trans-

formation is different in the downsampling and upsampling

paths: in the downsampling path, it can be either a pooling,

a strided convolution or a dilated convolution; whereas in

the upsampling path, it can be either an upsampling to com-

pensate for pooling/strided convolution or a 1 × 1 convo-

lution in case of dilated convolutions, to keep models with

roughly the same capacity. Following [7, 6], transforma-

tions in the dilation-based model adopt a multi-grid pattern.

The outputs of the transformations are concatenated such

that the input to the subsequent ResNet incorporates infor-

mation from all the previous ResNets. Concatenations are

performed over channel dimensions and, if needed, the res-

olution of the feature maps is adjusted using transforma-

1Note that in [21] the dense connectivity pattern is over convolutional

operations.
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tions that are applied independently to each concatenation

input2. After each concatenation, there is a 1×1 convolution

to mix the features. Finally, the output of the dense block

is fed to a Final Upsampling Block (FUB) that adapts the

spatial resolution and the number of channels in the model

output.

4. Analysis and Results

In this section, we assess the influence of applying dif-

ferent kinds of transformations between different ResNets

and report our final results.

All experiments are conducted on the CamVid [4]

dataset, which contains images of urban scene. Each im-

age has a resolution of 360 × 480 pixels and is densely

labeled with 11 semantic classes. The dataset consists of

367, 101 and 233 frames for training, validation and test,

respectively. In order to compare different architectures, we

report results on the validation set with two metrics: mean

intersection over union (mean IoU) and global accuracy.

All networks were trained following the same procedure.

The weights were initialized with HeUniform [13], and the

networks were trained with RMSProp optimizer [41], with

a learning rate of 1e− 3 and an exponential decay of 0.995
after each epoch. We used a weight decay of 1e − 4 and

dropout rate of 0.2. The dataset was augmented with hori-

zontal flipping and crops of 324x324. We used early stop-

ping on the validation mean IoU metric to stop the training,

with a patience of 200 epochs.

4.1. FCDRN transformation variants

State-of-the-art classification networks downsample

their feature maps’ resolution by successively applying

pooling (or strided convolution) operations. In order to mit-

igate the spatial resolution loss induced by such subsam-

pling layers, many segmentation models only allow for a

number of subsampling operations and change the remain-

ing ones by dilated convolutions [7, 46, 47]. However, in

some other cases [21, 31, 38], the number of downsampling

operations is preserved, recovering fine grained information

from via long skip connections. Therefore, we aim to ana-

lyze and compare the influence of pooling/upsampling oper-

ations versus dilated convolutions. To that aim, we build sis-

ter architectures, which have an initial downsampling block,

followed by a dense block, and a final upsamping block, as

described in Section 3.2, and only differ in the transforma-

tion operations applied within their respective dense blocks.

Max-Pooling architecture (FC-DRN-P): This archi-

tecture interleaves ResNets with four max-pooling opera-

tions (downsampling path) and four nearest neighbor up-

2Note that in order to maintain the number of transformations when

comparing different models (e.g. pooling-based vs. dilation-based model),

we apply a convolution even when concatenating same resolution feature

maps.

samplings followed by 3x3 convolutions to smooth the out-

put (upsampling path).

Strided convolution architecture (FC-DRN-S): This

architecture interleaves ResNets with four strided convo-

lution operations (downsampling path) and four nearest

neighbor upsamplings followed by 3x3 convolutions to

smooth the output (upsampling path).

Dilated architecture (FC-DRN-D): This architecture

interleaves ResNets with four multi-grid dilated convolu-

tion operations of increasing dilation factor (2, 4, 16 and

32)3. and standard convolutions to emulate the upsampling

operations. Note that the dense block of this architecture

does not change the resolution of its feature maps.

FC-DRN-P finetuned with dilations (FC-DRN-P-D):

This architecture seeks to mimic state-of-the-art models

based on top performing classification networks, which re-

place the final subsampling operations with dilated convolu-

tions [7, 46, 47]. More precisely, we substitute the last two

pooling operations of FC-DRN-P by dilated convolutions

of dilation rate 4 and 8, respectively. Following the spirit

of FC-DRN-D, the first two upsampling operations become

standard convolutions. We initialize our dilated convolu-

tions to the identity, as suggested in [46].

FC-DRN-S finetuned with dilations (FC-DRN-S-D):

Following FC-DRN-P-D, we substitute the last two strided

convolution operations of FC-DRN-S by dilated convolu-

tions (rates 4 & 8), whereas the first two upsampling opera-

tions become standard convolutions. In this case, we initial-

ize the weights of the dilated convolutions with the weights

of the corresponding pre-trained strided convolutions.

Table 1 reports the validation results for the described

architectures. Among the networks trained from scratch,

FC-DRN-P achieves the best performance in terms of mean

IoU by a margin of 0.8% and 3.7% w.r.t. FC-DRN-S and

FC-DRN-D, respectively. When finetuning the pooling and

strided convolution architectures with dilations, we further

improve the results to 81.7% and 81.1%, respectively. It

is worth noting that we also tried training FC-DRN-P-D

and FC-DRN-S-D from scratch, which yielded worse re-

sults, highlighting the benefits of pre-training with pool-

ings/strided convolutions, which capture larger contiguous

contextual information.

Figure 2 presents qualitative results from all architec-

tures. As illustrated in the figure, FC-DRN-P prediction

seems to better capture the global information, when com-

pared to FC-DRN-D. This can be observed on the left part of

the predictions, where dilated convolutions predict different

classes for isolated pixels. Max-poolings understand better

the scene and output a cleaner and more consistent predic-

tion. Although FC-DRN-P has a more global view of the

scene and is less prone to make local mistakes, it lacks res-

3We tested many different variants of dilation factors and found out that

this multi-grid structure gives the best results.
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Architecture mean IoU [%] accuracy [%]

FC-DRN-P 81.1 96.1

FC-DRN-S 80.3 95.9

FC-DRN-D 77.4 95.5

FC-DRN-P-D 81.7 96.0

FC-DRN-S-D 81.1 96.0

Table 1: Comparison of FC-DRN architectures with differ-

ent transformations. Results reported on the validation set.

olution to make fine-grained predictions. In the FC-DRN-

P-D prediction, we can see that dilated convolutions help

recover the column poles in the middle of the image that

were not properly identified in the other architectures, and

the predictions of the pedestrians on the left are also sharper.

However, the model still preserves the global information of

FC-DRN-P, reducing some errors that were present on the

left part of the image in the FC-DRN-D prediction. If we

take a look at the FC-DRN-S prediction, we can see that it

recovers the pedestrian on the right successfully, but fails to

correctly segment the sidewalk and the pedestrians on the

left. Finetuning this architecture with dilations (FC-DRN-

S-D) helps capture a lost pedestrian on the left, but still

lacks the ability to sharply sketch the right column pole.

Furthermore, there are some artifacts on the top part of the

image in both strided convolution-based architectures.

4.2. Results

Following the comparison in Table 1, we report our final

results on the FC-DRN-P-D architecture. Recall that this

architecture is a pre-trained FC-DRN with a dense block of

4 max pooling operations (downsampling path) and 4 repeat

and convolve operations (upsampling path) and finetuned

by substituting the last two max poolings and the first two

upsamplings by dilated convolutions, on the same data.

Table 2 compares the performance of our model to state-

of-the-art models. As shown in the table, our FC-DRN-P-

D exhibits state-of-the-art performance when compared to

previous methods, especially when it comes to segmenting

under-represented classes such as column poles, pedestri-

ans and cyclists. It is worth noting that our architecture

improves upon pre-trained models with 10 times more pa-

rameters. When compared to FC-DenseNets, FC-DRN out-

perform both FC-DenseNet67 (with a comparable number

of parameters) and FC-DenseNet103 (with only 41.5% of

its parameters) by 2.5% and 1.4% mean IoU, respectively.

Moreover, it also exceeds the performance of more recent

methods such as G-FRNet, which uses gated skip connec-

tions between encoder and decoder in a FCN architecture,

while only using 13% of its parameters.

In order to further boost the performance of our network,

we finetuned it by using soft targets [15, 36] (0.9 and 0.01,

instead of 1 and 0 in the target representation), improving

generalization and obtaining a final score of 69.4% mean

IoU and 91.6% global accuracy. Using soft targets allows

the network to become more accurate in predicting classes

such as pedestrian, fence, column pole, sign, building and

sidewalk when compared to the original version. FC-DRN

recovers slim objects such as column poles and pedestri-

ans much better than other architectures presented in the

literature, while maintaining a good performance on classes

composed of larger objects.

It is worth mentioning that, unlike most of current state-

of-the-art methods, FC-DRN have not been pre-trained on

large datasets such as ImageNet [39]. Moreover, there are

other methods in the literature that exploit virtual images

to augment the training data [35] or that leverage temporal

information to improve performance [20]. Note that those

enhancements complement each other and FC-DRN could

most likely benefit from them to boost their final perfor-

mance as well. However, we leave those as future work.

Figure 3 shows some FC-DRN segmentation maps

(right) compared to their respective ground truths (middle).

We can observe that the segmentations have good quality,

aligned with the quantitative results we obtained. The col-

umn poles and pedestrians are sharply segmented, but some

difficulties arise when trying to distinguish between side-

walks and roads or in the presence of small road signs.

5. Delving deeper into FC-DRN transforma-

tions

In this section, we provide an in depth analysis of the

variants of the trained FC-DRN architectures to compare

different transformation operations: pooling, dilation and

strided convolution. We start by dropping ResNets from

a FC-DRN and then look into the weight’s norms of all

ResNets in the models. We end the section with a discussion

exploiting the observations from the network inspection.

We follow the strategy of dropping layers introduced in

[42, 18], and drop all residual blocks of a ResNet (we only

keep the first residual block that adjusts the depth of the

feature maps) with the goal of analyzing the implications of

using different transformation operations. The results of the

experiment are shown in Figure 4. On one hand, Figure 4(a)

reports the performance drops in percentage of mean IoU

for each ResNet in the initial networks (i.e. FC-DRN-P, FC-

DRN-D and FC-DRN-S). Surprisingly, dropping ResNets 3

to 8 barely affects the performance of FC-DRN-D. How-

ever, both pooling and strided convolution models suffer

from the loss of almost any ResNet. On the other hand, Fig-

ure 4(b) presents the results of dropping ResNets in the fine-

tuned models (i.e. FC-DRN-P-D and FC-DRN-P-S). Fine-

tuning the pooling network with dilations makes ResNets 5

and 6 slightly less necessary, while ResNet 8 becomes the

most relevant one. Finetuning the strided convolution net-

work with dilations makes ResNet 1 extremely important,

while ResNets 4 to 6 have a smaller influence. In general, it

seems that finetuning with dilations reduces the importance
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(a) Test image (b) Ground truth (c) F-CDRN-P

(d) FC-DRN-D (e) FC-DRN-P-D (f) FC-DRN-S (g) FC-DRN-S-D

Figure 2: Qualitative results on the test set: (a) input image, (b) ground truth, (c) FC-DRN-P prediction, (d) FC-DRN-D

prediction, (e) FC-DRN-P-D prediction, (f) FC-DRN-S prediction and (g) FC-DRN-S-D prediction. Main differences are

highlighted with white boxes.
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[%]

SegNet [2] 29.5 Yes 68.7 52.0 87.0 58.5 13.4 86.2 25.3 17.9 16.0 60.5 24.8 46.4 62.5

DeconvNet [31] 252 Yes n/a 48.9 85.9

FCN8 [30] 134.5 Yes 77.8 71.0 88.7 76.1 32.7 91.2 41.7 24.4 19.9 72.7 31.0 57.0 88.0

Visin et al. [43] 32.3 Yes n/a 58.8 88.7

DeepLab-LFOV [7] 37.3 Yes 81.5 74.6 89.0 82.2 42.3 92.2 48.4 27.2 14.3 75.4 50.1 61.6 -

Bayesian SegNet [22] 29.5 Yes n/a 63.1 86.9

Dilation8 [46] 140.8 Yes 82.6 76.2 89.0 84.0 46.9 92.2 56.3 35.8 23.4 75.3 55.5 65.3 79.0

FC-DenseNet67 [21] 3.5 No 80.2 75.4 93.0 78.2 40.9 94.7 58.4 30.7 38.4 81.9 52.1 65.8 90.8

Dilation8 + FSO [25] 130 Yes 84.0 77.2 91.3 85.6 49.9 92.5 59.1 37.6 16.9 76.0 57.2 66.1 88.3

FC-DenseNet103 [21] 9.4 No 83.0 77.3 93.0 77.3 43.9 94.5 59.6 37.1 37.8 82.2 50.5 66.9 91.5

G-FRNet [19] 30 Yes 82.5 76.8 92.1 81.8 43.0 94.5 54.6 47.1 33.4 82.3 59.4 68.0 90.8

FC-DRN -P-D 3.9 No 82.6 75.7 92.6 79.9 42.3 94.1 61.2 36.9 42.6 81.2 61.8 68.3 91.4

FC-DRN-P-D + ST 3.9 No 83.5 75.6 92.1 78.5 46.6 93.9 62.7 44.3 43.1 82.2 60.8 69.4 91.6

Table 2: Results on CamVid test set, reported as IoU per class, mean IoU and global accuracy, compared to state-of-the-art.

of the bottleneck ResNets of the network. Moreover, the

results might suggest that dilations do not change the repre-

sentation level as much as poolings/strided convolutions.

To gain further insight on what FC-DRN variants are

learning, we visualize the ℓ1 norm of the weights in all

ResNets. More precisely, given a 4D weight tensor w of

a shape [N,M,K,K] that applies the transformation be-

tween two consecutive layers with N and M channels, re-

spectively, we compute: 1/M
∑

m
||w[:,m, :, :]||1. The re-

sults of this experiment for different FC-DRN variants are

shown in Figure 5. The weight norms shown in the figure

are in line with the discussion of Figure 4. On one hand,

basic FC-DRN architectures are displayed in Figure 5(a).

For FC-DRN-P, we can see how the weights in ResNet 5

have lower values, suggesting an explanation for the lower

drop in performance when removing ResNet 5. Further-

more, we can also see that the weight norms in the case of

FC-DRN-D are almost zero for ResNets 3 to 8, suggesting

that the network does not fully exploit its capacity. In the

case of FC-DRN-S, the norms of the weights in ResNet 5

are smaller (similar to FC-DRN-P), whereas ResNet 2 ex-

hibits some of the highest norms. On the other hand, Fig-

ure 5(b) shows the results of finetuning. FC-DRN-P-D has

weight norms among ResNets 4 to 6 lower than FC-DRN-P,

whereas FC-DRN-S-D follows a similar pattern when com-

pared to FC-DRN-S. However, from the observed weights,

it would seem as ResNet 4 still benefits from some refine-

ment steps. Overall, it seems that finetuning consistently
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Figure 3: Qualitative results on the CamVid test set. Left: images, middle: ground truths, right: FC-DRN predictions.

(a) Initial FC-DRN architectures

(b) Finetuned architectures

Figure 4: Results of dropping ResNets from a trained FC-

DRN reported for the validation set: y-axis represents the

loss in mean IoU when comparing to the model with all

ResNets, x-axis represents the ID of the dropped ResNet.

reduces the weight norms of the bottleneck ResNets.

It is important to note that the structure of ResNets, due

to the usage of the residual block, allows the model to self-

adjust its capacity when needed, forcing the residual trans-

formation of the residual block to be close to 0 and using the

identity connection to forward the information. We hypoth-

esize that this behavior of residuals is observed for some

layers in our model (as it is shown in Figure 5). To test our

hypothesis, we decided to reduce the capacity of trained

FC-DRN by removing layers from the residuals of ResNets

for which the norm of weights is small and to monitor the

performance of the compressed FC-DRN model. If our hy-

pothesis is true, then removing the residuals in the layers

where the norm is close to 0 should not affect strongly the

model performance. We choose to drop the layers whose

weight norms are close enough to zero, based on visual in-

spection of Figure 5, thus allowing each representation level

to have different number of refinement steps. The results of

this trained model compression experiment are reported in

Table 3. We can see that after removing 8% of the param-

eters from FC-DRN-P and FC-DRN-S, there is a drop in

mean IoU on validation set of −1.6 and −5.4, respectively.

Interestingly, we were able to remove 38% of weights from

FC-DRN-D model while only experiencing a drop of −0.8
in mean IoU. Both finetuned models can be compressed

by removing 15% of the capacity with slight performance

drops of −1 and −1.7 for FC-DRN-P-D and FC-DRN-S-D,

respectively. In general, it seems that finetuning the models

with dilations not only improves the segmentation results

but also makes the model more compressible.

Finally, we test if the optimization process of the high

capacity FC-DRN reaches better local minima, due to self-

adjustment of ResNets’ capacity, than if we train a low ca-

pacity FC-DRN from scratch. To this end, we trained from

scratch the reduced capacity FC-DRN-D model and com-

pared the results to the numbers reported in Table 3. The

re-trained model obtained the mean validation IoU of 76.6.

This is 0.8% below the result reported for the high capac-

ity FC-DRN-D. We hypothesize that the model capacity

reduction during the optimization process helps in reach-

ing a better local minima. Since the self-adjustment of the

ResNet capacity might be encouraged by weight decay, for

the sake of the comparison we also trained the reduced ca-
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(a) Initial FC-DRN architectures

(b) Finetuned architectures

Figure 5: Norms of the weights in ResNets from trained FC-DRN variants. Different ResNets separated with vertical lines.

Architecture
mean IoU loss

[%]
compression rate

FC-DRN-P −1.6 1.08

FC-DRN-D −0.8 1.38

FC-DRN-S −5.4 1.08

FC-DRN-P-D −1 1.15

FC-DRN-S-D −1.7 1.15

Table 3: Performance drop for different models when re-

moving all layers with small norm of weights from a trained

FC-DRN variant. Compression rate represents the ratio be-

tween the number of parameters in the original model and

the number of parameters after removing layers. Results

reported on the validation set.

pacity model without weight decay at all. This model ob-

tained the mean validation IoU of 75.4% that is 2% below

the full capacity model.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we combined two standard image seg-

mentation architectures (FC-DenseNets and FC-ResNets)

into a single network that we called Fully Convolutional

DenseResNet. Our FC-DRN fuses the benefits of both mod-

els: gradient flow and iterative refinement from FC-ResNets

as well as multi-scale feature representation and deep super-

vision from FC-DenseNets. We demonstrated the potential

of our model on the challenging CamVid urban scene un-

derstanding benchmark and reported state-of-the-art results,

with at least 2x fewer parameters than concurrent models.

Additionally, we analyzed different downsampling op-

erations used in the context of semantic segmentation: di-

lated convolution, strided convolution and pooling. We in-

spected the FC-DRN by dropping ResNets from the trained

models as well as by visualizing the weight norms of dif-

ferent layers and showed that ResNets (by model construc-

tion) are good regularizers, since they can reduce the model

capacity when needed. In this direction, we observed that

coarser representations seem to benefit from less refinement

steps. Moreover, our results comparing different transfor-

mations suggest that pooling offers the best generalization

capabilities, while the benefits of dilated convolutions only

apply when combined with pre-trained networks that con-

tain downsampling operations.
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